Bouncy Houses, all kind of bouncy houses, bouncy castles, inflatable slides and bouncers with obstacles
Interactive Inflatable Games, like the sumo suits, the hamster ball and the gladiators.
Cool Games, including our lasser tag game and the aqua ball Lasser Tag, Aqua ball.
Promotions Bouncy Houses for our different bouncing houses for the Montreal, South and North shore

Inflatable slide Black Pearl
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Dimension:
6.5mL x 4mW x 5mH
21"L x 14"W x 17"H
Suggested capacity: 12 kids
Recommended Age: 6 to 12 years
Activities: Bouncing area, slide and obstacles
Requirements: 2 power outlet (2 circuits), minimum entrance width 1.6m/5.2", 1
supervisor for the kids, help from 1 person for installing the games or hire an operator
Price: $325 (Delivery Included)*

The Black Pearl is a bouncy game and slide for children 6 to 12 years. There is no doubt
that your kids will have fun like crazy playing pirates on the ship of Jack Sparrow. They will
be able to slide, jump and play with the punching bags, but most importantly, they will be
able to continue Jack Sparrow next movie and will use the same tricks as the pirates do
when attacking other ships!
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If you want to rent or a similar game that completes this inflatable game, we
recommend Phil the Shark or Volcano Island so your children can also play pirates on an
island.
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